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Introduction
This report is confidential and is produced on behalf of Sam Sample who completed the Type Dimensions
Personality Questionnaire on 20/09/2020.
The questionnaire asks individuals to describe their typical behaviour and preferences in relation to Carl Jung's
theory of Psychological Type. This report has summarised those responses and interpreted the output into Jung's
framework.
Preferences
The Type Dimensions questionnaire assesses your preferences on four dimensions.
To get a better idea of a ‘preference’ please sign your name in the space below.

Now, sign your name with the opposite hand three times below.

Just like we are born left or right handed, Jung believed we are also born with personality preferences. So, using
your non-preferred hand should have felt more difficult, required some deliberate effort and attention. Whereas,
your preferred hand should have felt natural and took less effort. While you might be able to train yourself to use
either hand to sign your name, the innate difference in confidence and output is often clear, with one feeling much
more natural than the other. For this reason, we can say that you have a ‘preference’ for one hand over another.
In the same way, for each of the four dichotomies tested in the Type Dimensions questionnaire, you will prefer
one side of the dimension over the other. You can use both sides in different situations and over time, learn to be
better at your non-preferred side, but you will always have a natural inclination to your preferred side. When using
this preferred side, you will likely feel more confident and engaged.
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The Four Dimensions
The Type Dimensions questionnaire sorts you into one of two categories across four, distinct dimensions. Look at
the following tables and see which side you fit on for each:
Extraversion vs. Introversion – E/I
Which description more closely describes how you prefer to direct and receive energy?

Sensing vs. iNtuition – S/N
Which description more closely describes how you prefer to process information?
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Thinking vs. Feeling – T/F
Which description more closely describes how you prefer to make decisions & communicate emotions?

Judging vs. Perceiving – J/P
Which description more closely describes how you prefer to approach life/work & achieve outcomes?
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The Sixteen Types
The four dimensions combine together to form one of sixteen different types.
Which of these types sound the most like you?
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Summary Profile
Your responses on the Type Development questionnaire indicate you are INFP. A short description of the 4
Dichotomies are presented below.
THE WAY YOU DIRECT AND RECEIVE ENERGY
Extraversion
People with a preference for Extraversion tend
to like group activities and get energized by
social interaction. They can be enthusiastic,
high energy and easily excited.
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Introversion
People with a preference for Introversion tend to
enjoy independent activities and time to think.
They value close relationships and present as
thoughtful.

THE WAY YOU PROCESS INFORMATION
Sensing
People with a preference for Sensing tend to
observant and practical and down-to-earth.
They live in the moment and focus on what is
happening or has already happened.
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Intuition
People with a preference for Intuition tend to be
imaginative, open-minded and curious. They
enjoy novelty over stability and focus on hidden
meanings and future possibilities.

THE WAY YOU MAKE DECISIONS & COMMUNICATE EMOTIONS
Thinking
People with a preference for Thinking tend to be
objective and logical. They are competitive and
value efficiency, so look for quick ways to get
things done.
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Feeling
People with a preference for Feeling tend to be
empathic and led by their values. They promote
harmony and cooperation.

THE WAY YOU APPROACH LIFE/WORK & ACHIEVE OUTCOMES
Judging
People with a preference for Judging tend to be
decisive and organised. They value clarity,
predictability and closure, preferring structure
and planning.
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Perceiving
People with a preference for Perceiving tend to
keep their options open and put off making
decisions until needed. They are flexible and
often to do their best work under pressure.

The preference scores at the bottom of the page indicates how clearly you have selected one preference over its
opposite. A long bar indicates consistent responses for a preference, and therefore greater clarity.
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Relating to others
INFPs are highly relationship-oriented and work best one to one with people they can get to know closely and
intimately, preferring to communicate their inner sentiments transparently, and perhaps sometimes naively. They
prefer to explore different perspectives of those they know, so that they can understand their motivations more
clearly, and are inclined to give people the benefit of the doubt to better maintain and harmonise their existing
relationships.
Work closely with others through personal relationships
Sincerely communicate their inner sentiments to others
Seek to better understand and connect intimately with certain people
Give the benefit of the doubt to better maintain their relations with others
Building understanding
INFPs want to develop a greater knowledge of how the world works, but can struggle to pick out and apply the
most relevant facts, causing them to manage through close relationships with experts and remaining open to
different perspectives. They can be highly insightful about future developments, getting a feeling for how
something will turn out, while instinctively also doubting this and considering alternative possibilities, which can
mean that they spend a long time deciding without acting.
Build close relationships with people who can provide factual expertise
Can be highly insightful about how things will develop over time
May be caught up in analysis paralysis, not feeling confident enough to act
Achieving outcomes
INFPs are not naturally equipped to handle day to day, practical tasks, but possess a personal growth and
improvement mindset, working hard and doing their best in order to not let others down, despite often doubting
their own competence, which can lead to them being entrusted with larger projects and responsibilities. They are
ill suited to high pressure situations, requiring their environments to be more peaceful, and they may avoid
situations that require confrontations with others.
Although naturally impractical, can work hard at becoming more capable in daily tasks
May doubt competence in taking on larger projects, but will try to rise to occasion
Needs to feel calm and safe in their surroundings, avoiding high pressure situations
Motivation & Values
INFPs are primarily motivated by their personal attitudes, what feels good or bad to them, as well as the formation
of close relationships with others with a genuine desire to understand other people’s perspectives. For these
reasons, they tend to be very polite and honest with other people, perhaps to the point of revealing too much,
while working diligently to ensure they avoid negative outcomes to the business, despite being more flexible
around rules.
Highly driven by their sense of personal integrity and relations of trust with others
Almost always polite, sincere, and respectful on the one-to-one
Often highly diligent, carefully checking that their actions do not lead to bad outcomes
Normally accepting of rules but may bend rules if they do not hurt anyone
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